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Brain teaser worksheets for elementary students

Hink Pink: Level C-3 (Hard) What is a larger rock colder than other rocks? Cold rock! How about plastic glass for young dogs? Puppy cups! 4th to 6th grade visual spatial assignments Say the color printed on the page, not the written color word. This game is tricky for fluent readers. (A color printer is
required.) 2nd to 8th grade addition square addition square number theory puzzle what am I? Number detective read clues and figure out the secret number. Math of secret codes In these printable math worksheets, students use cypher keys to decipher numbers about math problems. Penelope Peabody
- What is the state that 50-state Penelope Peabody is visiting? A photo of our brain teaser print Jack and Jill told parents about the results of both marathons. Their friends Bill, George and Karen were all in the race. Jack told his parents that Bill won the race and George came second. Dylan has seven
dogs, but he doesn't always get along. Draw three straight lines that will part Dylan's dog into his own garden. Remove sticks to solve puzzles. Circle the bar you want to remove. Place one of the numbers 1 through 9 in each rectangle so that the sum of the numbers (horizontal, vertical, and oblique) on
each line is equal to 15. How many squares are there in this photo? How can I get the beads back without breaking them if I put the beads in an empty jar and screw them over the jar? Can the four-letter words that can be added to each word create three compound words in each set? Write a word in the
box. The man who built it doesn't want it. The person who bought it doesn't need it. The man who needs it doesn't know it. What is it? What is the missing number? Write each phrase in a line. Sometimes I get ahead of you. Sometimes I'm late for you. I come and go. Some people don't see me at all.
Work with your partner to say and replace the color of each word as soon as possible. Draw 4 straight lines to connect all the dots without lifting the pencil from the paper. Each dot can only pass once! Use clues. 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, Higher Education, Adult Education, Homeschooling,
StaffPage 28th, 9th, 9th, 9th 10th, 11th, 12th, Staff • Creative thinking exercises created by Young Lerners, Brainteasers and Brainteasers www.primaryleap.co.uk Pupils have a cap on thinking? This activity improves students' creative thinking and writing skills. ... 1 3,655 Elem L. Spence • Brainteaser,
Describe Things, Idioms, Slang This activity and worksheet is to pair with a butterfly read out in my stomach and other school hazards. Students should read books as c.1 3,322 all Marie Devata • Adult learners, brainteasers, emotionsThe emotion worksheet based on Judy Garland's song Somewhere
Beyond the Rainbow from the film The Wizard of Oz is slow and easy to catch missing words. The first letter of the word is .. 1 10,120 Begelem Kaue Moura • Teenagers, homework, brainteasers, humor Who doesn't like memes? Teenagers and young adults.. 4 14,915 Servant • Brainteaser, word
set/colocation parindrome is a word spelled before and after the same. Look at each word. Determine if it is a parindrome. After you complete the worksheet, think of the other palindrom.3 13,615 IntAdv • Vocabulary » Brainteaser Here are some brainteasers. Doing some type of mental exercise in the
form of brain teasers or word or number games can increase overall brain activity. Increase your memory power and ri.. 7 30,642 Pleintint-Trückwin • Brainteaser, quizzes and hunts, quotes and proverbs This is a page of ciphers I made using The idea is to solve the puzzle by converting numbers into
letters. It's a great way. 3 17,729 ElemPre-IntIntAdvExam MICHAEL M. MAGBANUA • Brainteaser, jobs and professions, quizzes and hunts, spelling This worksheet is recommended for beginner levels. It features 10 jobs known to Level 2 students. It can be used as a review lesson or simply as an
icebreaker for advanced learners. Stu... 6 32,616 ElemExam Stephanie Hawkins • Vocabulary » Brainteasers This is a fun warm-up vocabulary game, introducing an unexpected pair of words that give no obvious signs of meaning, such as clothes horses. Not only does this provide amusement. 12
12,678 IntAdv • Brainteaser, an ESL song for teaching English This is a worksheet about finding missing words taken from phrases to form another meaning. The worksheet is based on the script song Good Bye Goodbye. There's also an extra bo.6 11,500 Lyntint • Brainteaser, Thanksgiving worksheet
This is a fun word puzzle for Thanksgiving. Students need to find keywords by deciphering scrambled characters. Each code character is alphabe.. 6 13,296 ElemPre-IntInt • Vocabulary » Brainteaser This worksheet aims to spell international words such as pizza, football, etc. Students see eight signs,
each with a word printed on it. They need to unscraning words. This worksheet is .. 3 8,737 Begelem • Brainteasers, quizzes and hunts This activity is based on mobile phone applications. In this presentation, you can find 15 photos (15x4 if accurate). All four photos have something in common and
gore.10 29,418 Pre-IntTAdvExam • Brainteaser, Quiz and Hunts This activity is based on an application for mobile phones. In this presentation,Find 15 photos (15x4 to be precise). All four photos have something in common and gore.9 16,122 IntAdvExam • Brainteaser, quiz and hunts It is based on an
application for mobile phones. In this presentation, you can find 15 photos (15x4 if accurate). All four photos have something in common and ss goals. 11 14,460 pre-IntTAdv • Brainteaser, quiz and hunts This activity is based on an application for mobile phones. In this presentation, you can find 15
photos (15x4 if accurate). All four photos have something in common and gore.6 12,150 IntAdvExam • Brainteaser, quiz and hunts It is based on an application for mobile phones. In this presentation, you can find 15 photos (15x4 if accurate). All four photos have something in common and ss goals. 4
11,138 ElemPre-IntInt • Brainteaser, Celebrity/Biography Skrillex is one of the most iconic and outstanding rave+ electronic musicians and singer-songwriters. He won Grammys, MTV Awards and Annie Awards. He's from Momi.. As it has performed with the band. 3 5,629 BegelemPre-IntIntAdv •
Brainteaser, quizzes and hunts it is based on an application for mobile phones. In this presentation, you can find 15 photos (15x4 if accurate). All four photos have something in common and ss goals.5 14,015 ElemPre-Int • Brainteasers, Mingling Activities It has an idea that your students have to play and
enjoy it. Let them mix for about 30 minutes. Then ask some students.11 22,354 all • Vocabulary » Brainteaser I prepared this PowerPoint to revise the words students learned before. It has two parts that are really fun. In the first part, the words are not scrambled and the students try to find them. 4 10,546
Adv • Simple, brainteasers of the past, drinks, logic puzzles that use clues given by food students to solve puzzles. The first one was done for students. It is very difficult at some point and many classrooms d.. 13 25,918 IntAdv • Brainteasers, a very interesting game show at Reading Comprehension
PowerPoint. It can be used for all aspects and skills of the language. Just replace the questions and answers. You can play individually or in groups. Many bets.. 99,051 Free Teacher Worksheets in All Homes &gt; Critical Thinking &gt; Brain Teaser Worksheet Brain Teaser Related Teacher Resource
Resources
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